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We consider the Stefan Problem with surface tension and kinetic undercooling 
effects, that is, with the temperature u satisfying the condition 
a= -OK-pv on the interface I- (a. /I = const. > 0), (*) 
where K and C’ are the mean curvature and the normal velocity of r, respectively. 
We establish short time existence and uniqueness of classical solutions for the 
resulting free-boundary problem. The key observation is that. when translated to 
local coordinates, equation (*) is a quasi-linear parabolic equation on a manifold 
(without boundary). To prove existence and uniqueness we look for the solution u 
as a fixed point of a contracting map J?. We start by solving the equation of motion 
(*) for a given left-hand side U. This provides us with an interface I7 which we use 
to solve the parabolic problem in the bulk (with the conservation of energy condi- 
tion across f ). thereby obtaining a new temperature function U = W(U). Finally. it 
is the regularizing character of the operator jP that allows us to show that &’ is a 
contraction on a small time interval. CT’ 1992 Academ,c Prea,. 1°C 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Consider a material which may be in either of two phases, e.g., solid and 
liquid, occupying a region Q c R”. Let u denote the temperature and, for 
each time t >O, denote by rl the hypersurface which separates the solid 
region a: and the liquid region Qf. The classical two-phase Stefan problem 
consists of finding a pair (u, r) satisfying 
u’,-K’Au’=O in Qi= u (Q:x [t)) (i= 1, 2), (1.1) 
I>0 
KL $2 $,, on r- u (T,x {t)), (1.2) 
r>o 
u=o on I-, 
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u(x, t) = g(x, I) on (Qx {t=O})u(dQx[O,T]), (1.3) 
f-n (r=O} =I-,, (1.4) 
where u = ui in Q’, K’, K’ are the thermal diffusivity coefficients, 1 is the 
latent heat, N the vector normal to fr (pointing from Sz: to nf), and V is 
the normal velocity of the hypersurface rl. 
This problem has been extensively studied as a model for phase 
transitions; see, for instance, [S, 6, 9-J. However, the physical situation is 
generally more complex than that described by the classical Stefan formula- 
tion. In particular, two important effects, those of surface tension and of 
dynamical undercooling, are neglected by this model. 
A prevailing alternative formulation (see, e.g., [3, 4, 7, 10, 11, 13, 143) 
which attempts to recover these effects is obtained by replacing the 
condition of u being equal to the equilibrium melting temperature on the 
interface, by the “modified Gibbs-Thomson relation” 
U= -OK-/?V on I-. (1.5) 
Here K denotes the sum of the principal curvatures at a point on the inter- 
face, cr > 0 is the surface tension, and p is a nonnegative constant (generally 
regarded as an adjustable parameter). 
This paper is devoted to the study of problem (l.l)-( 1.5), which we shall 
refer to as the modified Stefan problem; more precisely, our objective is to 
establish short time existence and uniqueness of a solution (u, T) when 
p > 0. In the particular case where K’ = K2 and 1= 0, local existence of a 
classical solution was proved in [2] for cr > 0; for u = 0, local existence and 
uniqueness were proved in [ 11. For the case /I = 0, no results on existence 
of classical solutions are known, not even for a small time interval; 
however, global existence of a “weak” solution was recently established in 
181. 
Let 52; and Szi denote the two initial regions in R which are separated 
by f,. Then, our main result can be stated as follows: 
THEOREM 1.1. Assume that b in ( 1.5) satisfies 
/3 > 0. 
Fix c1> 0 and let 
gEC”(ox [0, T])nC2+“(@x [0, Z-])nC’+‘(@x [0, Z-1). (1.6) 
Let 
foE c3+Or (1.7) 
409 164 2-4 
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he the boundary of an open set, with 
dist(r,,, &Q) > 0, 
and assume that g and I-,, sati.$\. the compatibility conditions 
g,(x, 0) - K’ dg(.u, 0) = 0. s~dBn&2~, i= 1,2, 
(1.8) 
(1.9) 
g(.u,o)= -m&-; 
1 
(-y,O), XEI-,, (1.10) 
bchere g = g’ in L?b, and tiO is the sum of the principal curvatures sf r,. 
Then, there exists a time T, > 0 (depending on l’,, C, and /?) such that the 
modlyied Stefan problem ( 1.1 )-( 1.5) admits a unique solution (u, I-) for 
t E [0, T,], which satisfies 
- 
rEc3+x.13+x12 (1.12) 
The main idea for proving the theorem is to find the solution u as a fixed 
point of a contracting map 9’. To do this, we start (in Section 2) by solving 
the equation of motion (1.5) for a given left-hand side U. This provides us 
with an interface f which we use in Section 3 to solve the parabolic 
problem in the bulk, i.e., ( l.l)T( 1.3), thereby obtaining a new temperature 
function u = W(z4). Finally, in Section 4 we show, using the regularizing 
character of the operator 2, that .2 is a contraction on a small time 
interval. 
Remark 1.2. Assuming more regularity and higher order compatibility 
conditions for the initial data, we can actually prove that 
- - 
UE~k+X.(kt2),2(Q~)n~k+~.~k+I);2(Q~), 
for any fixed k 2 2. Also, our proof of Theorem 1.1 works equally well for 
Neumann or mixed conditions on the fixed boundary a$2 x [0, T,]. 
2. MOTION OF THE INTERFACE 
Let .,K be an n - 1 dimensional manifold which is isometric to r,, and 
let 
x-O(d): .x + r, 
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be a C3+’ diffeomorphism (tl> 0). Denote by N(s’) the outward normal 
vector to f, at ,Y = XO(s’), and define 
X(s’, s,,): ,K x C-L, L] + R” (2.la) 
X(s’,s,~)=X”(s’)+s,,N(s’), (2.lb) 
where L is small enough so that X is a diffeomorphism onto a 
neighborhood of I-,. 
By transferring to the local charts of .K, if necessary, we shall, without 
loss of generality, denote by s’ = (s, , . . . . s,, ~, ) E R” ~ ’ a generic point in A! 
and by a/as;, 8’/Ss, iisj (i, j= 1, . . . . n - 1) the partial derivatives in the local 
coordinates. 
Set s = (s’, s,) and let 
S(x) = (S’(x), . ..( Y(x)) 
denote the inverse function of I = X(s). Finally, define 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
Now, let T>O be a fixed constant and assume that a family of hyper- 
surfaces ( TI }o <, G T has the form 
I-( = { X(s’, s,,) 1 s,, = A(s’, t), s’ E “W}, O<t<T, (2.4) 
where ,4: JZX[O,T]+[-L,L] . IS a C2 function. Then, fl is the zero 
level set of the function 
@(x, t)=SyY)-A(S’(S), . ..) s”-‘(x), f) 
so that we can compute the normal velocity of T, as 
@ 
If= v(s’y f, = -ti .y=.y,s’.,*,s’ . ), 
A,@‘, f) =- 
IV,@1 .r=.Y,.s~..l,,~.rl,’ 
(2.5) 
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and (noting that a”(~‘, s,,) = N(s’) is orthognal to Y’, . . . . CC” -‘) the mean 
curvature as 
(2.6) 
where 
a;,(s’,s,,, p’, . . . . p’l-‘)=ri.clj- 
C;,y’, (pkakd)(pWrK’) 
1 + Ix;:; pkLYklZ ’ 
I,J=l ( . ..) n - 1, 
b(s’, s,,, p’, . . . . p”- ’ )= c pkTr(Ak)-Tr(A”) 
k=l 
_ x:;1.;‘, ~~p’(cx~)~ A%’ 
1 + Ix;:: pkrklZ 
(2.7) 
Here, Q’ = c?(s), A’= A’(s) are given by (2.3), “:’ denotes the inner product 
in R”, Tr(A’) the trace of the matrix A’, and (~r~)~ the transpose vector 
to ctk. 
Thus, if we set 
Ll(S’, t) = u(X(s’, /l(s’, t)), t), 
Eqs. (1.4), (1.5) become 
(2.8) 
where 
c(s’, s,, p’, . ..( p” ~ ’ 
LEMMA 2.1. There exists a positive constant C, such that, if 
IlvIIC.~fx.~~+II:,.K x lo,rl,<m (ma l), 
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rhen (2.8) has a unique solution A, defined on a time internal [0, T,,,], 
satisjjfing 
(2.10) 
IW,~~II AN x [o,r”,], 6 1 (2.11) 
Il~IIC~+~.‘~+~~:(.K~[o.~,“]I~ < Cow (2.12) 
where 
T,,, = min (2.13) 
Proof. One can directly verify that there exists a positive constant C, 
depending only on r,, such that for all S’E =Pe, S, E C-L, L], pie [ - 1, I], 
<El%“-’ 
with 
~l(l’C’f’ a!,(s’,s,,,p’,..., p’~~‘)~i~idCl~12, 
r.j= I 
ll~ii,~,~ll~~-z,.KxC~L,L~xC~I,I~n~ ,\ I cc. 
Thus, by the standard theory of parabolic equations, (2.7) admits a unique 
solution in some small time interval, and the solution can be uniquely 
extended as long as the estimates (2.10), (2.11) continue to hold. 
Let [0, Fm] be the maximum time interval in which (2.10), (2.11) hold. 
Then, by the parabolic Holder estimates, (2.12) is valid with some constant 
C independent of L’. Using (2.12) and noting that 
A(s’, 0) = 0, V,,A(S’, 0) = 0, s’ E “/if, (2.14) 
we then obtain, by the mean value theorem, 
l14C~~.KxC0.rl~~ Il~~llC~~.~xCO.rl~~~~~~~ TV CO, th, 
and 
Therefore, 
1 
TA >- 
‘)’ ’ Con2 
for some constant Co > C, 
and (2.13) follows. 1 
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For each m B 1, let 
Y,?, = { 1’ E c ‘+z.“+x)2(c~Hx [O. T,,,])l ~~L~~~~I+~.~~+~,L,.//~~~,~~,,~~}, (2.15) 
and define 
II II Y, = II . II C’+I.“+r’+.K x [O,T,])T (2.17) 
II . II Z”, = II . II C’+‘.‘l+rl:(.Kx[O,~~]I. (2.18) 
Finally, denote by ‘3: Y,,, -+ Z,, the operator which maps UE Y,,, to A, the 
solution of (2.8). 
LEMMA 2.2. There exists a constant C, = C,(m)>0 such that, ij” u,, 
t12 E Y, (m 2 1) then 
IIYL)I -ceLq,“, d c, IIt!, - L’ZII y,. (2.19) 
Proof. Set /ii= Yci, i= 1, 2, and d= A’ -A’. Then, 
d(s’, 0) = 0, s’ E OX, 
i:z’ a,(s’,~‘,V,.nl)~~+‘~~‘~~(~‘,t)~+~(s~,t)d-~ 
1.1 1 ‘1 .I h-1 k 
=c(s’, A’,V,.A’)(L’,(S’, t)-uv,(s’, t)), s’ E A, t E [0, T,], 
where 
6,(d, t) =jo’ {; (y;; $g ( ’ aag CJ ab s , t) @ 0’7 S,,? PI + jj ap” (s’, snv P) 
-uz(s’, t) * (s’, snr P) apk sn=eA~+,l~R~A~ de, p=w,~A’+(l -f?)V,.A~ 
- L’z(S’, t) g (s’, s,, P) 
>I 
s.=en’+(lLe)n~ dll. 
,t p=~~.,.i~+c~-e~vr~2 
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Hence, inequality (2.19) immediately follows from the Holder estimates for 
linear parabolic equations. 1 
3. THE PARABOLIC PROBLEM IN THE BULK 
Let f=UO ar~71(~r~ ttj, ’ ’ be a given hypersurface in 52 x [0, T], 
having the form (2.4). Let Q’ and Q2 denote the two domains in 
Sz x [0, T] which are separated by I-, and assume that 
dist(r,,, an) > L, 
where L is the (small) constant in (2.1). 
Denote by P’, the normal velocity of r (cf. (2.5)), and consider the 
problem 
u;-K’Au’=() in Q’, 
u’=u2 on I-, 
K’--K~S”Z=~V du’ 
2N c?N r 
on r, 
(3.1) 
u(x, t) = g(.u, t) on(Rx {r=O})u(d~x [0, T]). 
LEMMA 3.1. Asumme that 
for some m 2 1, and that g, f,, satisjjl the compatibility conditions (1.9), 
(1.10). Then, (3.1) admits a unique solution u E C”(s2 x [0, T,,,]) satisfying 
IIUII~~+‘.(?+z’l~(~,+ Ilullc!+l.l?+r~~?(~,~C2(Il/iIIZm+MO)r (3.2) 
where C, is a constant independent of m, and 
Proof. By using an approximating sequence, if necessary, we may - 
assume that I-E C”. Let )I’, E C”(sZ x [0, T,,,]) A C2+‘.(2+x).2(Q’) n - 
C2 + Or,” +‘rT2( Q’) be any function satisfying 
where W, = ~9; on Q’, i= 1, 2, and consider the function ~9~ = U- ~1,. 
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Clearly, u is a solution of (3.1) if and only if 11’~ is a (weak) solution of 
lv2, I - V( KVu’:) = f in Sz x [0, T], 
w2(x, l)= g(x, I)--s,(.u, f) on (Szx {r=O))u(anx [0, T]), 
(3.4) 
where 
K= 
K’ in Q’, 
K2 in Q2, 
By the standard theory of parabolic equations in divergence form, (3.3) 
admits a unique (weak) solution u12 E CuSz~*(~ x [0, T]). It then follows 
that (3.1) admits a unique solution. 
We now proceed to prove (3.2). From (3.1) and the parabolic Holder 
estimates, it is clear that u E C’+ ‘3” + “.” away from f. In order to establish 
(3.2) in a neighborhood of I-, we shall reflect U’ across r and apply the 
regularity theory for parabolic systems to the resulting problem. More 
precisely, in a small neighborhood ,t” of (.x0, 0) = (X0($), 0) E J’, x (t = 0} 
we consider 
A 
u2(.u, t) = u2(X0(s’) + (2A(s’, t) - s,,) N(d), f) 
for .u=X’(s’)+s,,N(s’)E;I~nQ’. 
Then, ,“; is defined in ~ $” n Q’ and, as easily verified, (u’, 2) satisfy 
a system of parabolic equations in -4’ n Q’; furthermore, the boundary 
conditions on A’n r satisfy the “complementary condition” (see [ 12, 
Chap. 11) with respect to the resulting system. Therefore, the regularity 
theory for parabolic systems [ 12, Chap. 61 can be applied to yield (3.2). 1 
Next, define X: Z, + Cz+2.‘2+aJ’2(Jclr x [O, 7’,]) by 
P(A) zz u(X(s’, A(s’, t)), t), s’ E Jifz, t E [O, T,], (3.5) 
where u is the solution of (3.1). 
LEMMA 3.2. There exists a constant C, = C,(m) > 0 such that for a// A', 
A’EZ,, 
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Proof. For k = 1, 2. denote by Tk the hypersurface defined by Ak 
(through (2.4)), by Q: and Qi the subdomains of 52 x [0, T,] separated by 
Tk, and by uk the solution of (3.1) corresponding to r”. 
The idea of the proof is to make a change of variables which transforms 
the noncylindrical domain Qi into the cylinder Qb-Qb x [0, i”,,,], and 
then to obtain the estimate (3.6) by considering the equation satisfied by 
u, -u2 in Qb. 
Let h( p, I.) E C X ( [ -L, L] x R) be a function satisfying 
11,,(#4 /I) > c > 0, for some constant c. 
Define Yk: s;! x [IO, r,X] -+ R x [IO, T,,] by 
yk(x3 f)= 
if dist(x, f,) > +L, 
if dist(s, r,) < :L. 
Clearly, Y, is a C 3 + ‘.I3 + ‘I,’ diffeomorphism of R x [0, r,N] which maps 
I  \  
Qi onto Qb. 
Denoting by s = Y,~ ‘(y, t) the inverse function 
( Yl, . . . . Y;), we perform the change of variables 
v,(y, t)=&(Yk’(),, t), t). 
Then, 
of ?‘= Yk(.‘C, t)= 
r; = l!:- on To x co. ~,,I, 
N3k.[R’V,c:-K2v~l~:l=IVk on r. x CO, T,l, 
L’k = g( Y, ‘(J. 1). t) 
where uk = t$ on g0 and 
on(SZx (t=Oj)u(&2x [0, T,]), 
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N”(s, t) is the unit vector normal to r:, 
k’” is the normal velocity of f’. 
Hence, setting 
we see that w  satisfies 
= $4 in Qb, 
1,” = 1.$, on r. x CO, ~,A 
G . [K’ V,.M” -K’V,.w2]=I[V’- vq+(LG) 
.(K' V,,$ - K2 V,.c;) 
E $7 on Tax [O, T,,,l, 
\I' = 0, on (52x {r=O})u(dQx [0, T]). 
Thus, we can now reflect M” across I’, x [0, T,,,] and proceed as in 
Lemma 3.1, to obtain 
where C depends on the Ca.a’2 norm of ak,, hf or, equivalently, on m. 
Noting that 
and a similar estimate for $, we then obtain estimate (3.6). 1 
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4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQUENESS: PROOF OF THEOREM 1.1 
Set 9 = J? 0 9. Then, by Lemmas 2.1 and 3.1, 
11~L~1(c“..L’+.,2 ,.//~[o.r,]r~~zC1l~~~llz,+~~l 
<C,C, m+C2Mo, LYE Y,n (ma 1). 
Noting that S?(~)(s’, 0) = g(X’(s’), 0), we obtain, by the mean value 
theorem, 
Il~(~)(~,~)-s(~“(~)~O)II.~+~.~~+~~~,,,.[o,,], 
<t’ 2 ~/~(u)IICL+I.l~+‘~?(.Kx~O.,,) 
d tL ‘[C,C,m + C,M,], t E co, ~,,I. 
Hence, taking 
‘no= llg~~“~~~~~~Il.~+~,..,+ 1
and To E (0, T,,,] small enough, we obtain, for any 
L?E Y”= (L’EC~+~.~~+JIJ,~(~./JX [o, r,])l I(LI~~.,+,.I+~~~~.,,[o.~~~,~~~~, 
the inequality 
IlW~)ll C’*y.“+z”(./ix [O.Tu],G lMX0(4 O)II.I*y.., 
+ T~‘2[C,Como+C2Mo]~mo; 
in particular, 99 maps Y” into itself. 
Next, we show that A is a contraction on Y” under the norm 
II . II YO = II ’ II C’+‘.“+112~.Hx[0.70]). 
For any u,, v2 E Y”, Lemmas 2.2 and 3.2 imply that 
Since S+‘(D,)(S’, 0) = B(o,)(s’, 0) ( = g(X’(s’), 0)), we have 
Therefore, if To is small enough, A? is a contraction. Consequently, by the 
Contraction Mapping Theorem, W has a fixed point u0 E Y”. One can easily 
verify that the function u. defined as the solution of (3.1 ) with A, = S(tl,), 
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is a solution of the modified Stefan problem. This establishes the existence 
of a solution. 
To prove uniqueness, assume that (u, f-1 is a solution of the modified 
Stefan problem; then, the function L’ defined by the right hand side of 
(3.5) is a fixed point of 2. Since 2 has a unique fixed point, we conclude 
that L’ = t’“, and therefore u = uO, thereby completing the proof of the 
theorem. 1 
Remark. After this paper was written we were informed that results 
similar to ours have also just been proved by E. Radkevich. 
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